INTERACTIVE PRODUCTS
Patent Pending

Additionally, the built-in interactivity provides a flexible, future-proof system that works
with most ultra short throw projectors. Adding to the innovation, the rear projection
set-up of the cart completely eliminates shadows when interacting with the image on
the screen, creating the ultimate interactive experience. Plus, the projection surface
offers a gain of 1.0 and a generous 60-degree viewing half angle.

IDEA™ Interactive Cart

The all-new IDEA Interactive Cart from Da-Lite brings interactivity anywhere you need
it. With its revolutionary screen, the mobile cart solution provides the highest quality
image performance when projected upon, and also doubles as a standard whiteboard,
offering an equally great writing experience with dry erase markers.

INTERACTIVE PRODUCTS

Flexible image sizes to optimize your content
80” 4:3 image
73” 16:9 image (with 12” high marker board writing space)

Height adjustable setup to optimize for the target users
(adults v. children)
7’ max height (standard for wall mounted whiteboards)
6’ min height with 2’ height to bottom of board for ADA compliance

Award-Winning Interactive Technology
Powering the interactive experience is intuitive, award-winning eBeam™ technology from Luidia. To get
started, simply install the education (Mac or PC) or business (PC) software, connect your computer to the
cart’s receiver via included USB cable and let the interactivity begin! Includes a lightweight, ergonomic stylus
with exceptional, real-time rendering and annotation capabilities.
What differentiates this solution from other interactive technologies? Flexibility. The powerful eBeam software
is compatible with your favorite PC and Mac applications, and by placing interactivity in the cart, the system
offers an easy upgrade path for future projector replacement, without losing interactive capabilities.

™

IDEA Interactive Cart

Patent Pending

Optional Accessories
3-Outlet Electrical Assembly with 20’ Cord
Laptop Tray with height-adjustable arm
Storage Shelf
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